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Since 1911, when John Rawlings invented and filed an
application to patent the world’s first wall plug, the history
of fixings has been inextricably linked with the RAWLPLUG®
brand. Following the tremendous success of this revolutionary product in Europe, the RAWLPLUG company was founded in 1919 and quickly became renowned across the world
for its innovative and reliable fixings.
Over the years, a small family company became an international organisation whose power is reflected in 13 companies
on four continents, over 1.900 employees and almost
30.000 lines, making up our diverse range of products.
The Group’s present-day know-how is a synergy of knowledge
and experience based on the best practices of its subsidiaries
whose main activity is developing innovative solutions
in the field of fixing technologies, including their design,
production and distribution.
Since it was founded, Rawlplug has placed great emphasis
on the quality and innovation of its products, developing
research centres in Glasgow, Wroclaw and Lancut. R&D teams
consisting of experienced engineers, in the quest to find
innovative solutions, design products intended for a wide
range of substrates and applications. Pioneering Rawlplug solutions, imitated all over the world, have been defining the direction for the entire fixings industry for over 100 years.

‘09-’14

2009
Introduction of a new line of XPT
and HPT mechanical anchors

Nowadays Rawlplug’s® products are used in construction,
automotive, machine and electro-machine, mining, shipyard,
road, timber and power industries, including around 30.000
product listings divided into 3 key groups:
Fixings & Anchors
Thermal insulation fixings for facades and roofs, self- drilling
screws, lightweight & domestic fixings, frame fixings,
medium & heavy-duty anchors, resin-bonded anchors
and many others.
Fasteners
DIN bolts, nuts & washers, special bolts and many others
(including bespoke solutions).
Tools
Hand & power tools, power tool accessories (drills, saws,
chisels, etc.) and direct fastening systems.
Today Rawlplug continues in its fine tradition of innovation
through constant research and development of technologies
and processes that minimise the company’s impact on
the natural environment, making sustainable development
one of the pillars of its existence.

Sustainable Rawlplug:
• employs a strategy of successful management and ethical
business practices;
• builds long-lasting relationships based on common
respect and trust with customers, suppliers and business
partners thanks to an effectively designed and operated
supply chain;
• cares for its employees and provides help and support
to develop local communities;
• is concerned for the natural environment, focusing
on areas involving production processes, employee
education and cooperation with experts in the field
of waste management.

Thanks to its constant emphasis on
innovative solutions and customer care
together with keen concern over sustainable development and environmental
issues, RAWLPLUG’S® products continue
to be acknowledged around the globe
making them a world-class, first choice
for the fixings industry.
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Rawlplug construction chemicals
Rawlplug can trace its experience in the broadly defined domain of industrial chemicals right back to the first half of the
20th century. For more than half a century our offer of glues,
acrylic putties and, in the last decade, polyurethane foams
and professional sealants, has gained our customers’ trust
and enabled us to win global markets.
RAWL PLASTIC – elastic anchor
The history of Rawlplug’s construction chemical products
commenced with one of its most interesting innovations:
low-compressed silicate mix which was first sold in the 1940s
under the name of RAWL PLASTIC.
PLASTIC WOOD – the first putty material
PLASTIC WOOD is one of the first putties ever produced and
has been widely used since the second half of the 1940s. It
has been used to treat various timber defects such as fissures
and holes caused by knots in home interior components
(mostly plank paneling, which was very popular in those days).
PLASTIC WOOD, with slight modifications to its composition,
continues to be used today and is an important constituent of
Rawlplug’s offer. It is currently known as Plastic Wood Filler.
DUROFIX – water and high temperature resistant glue
One of the most innovative of Rawlplug’s chemical products,
this ingenious glue is used for bonding glass, ceramics and
porcelain as well as for leather, textiles and plastics. This
original transparent, water and high temperature resistant
mixture, alongside its widespread home use has also found
successful application in cable and electrical accessories and
insulation as well as in tailoring and the repairs of industrial batteries and all kinds of sports equipment, such as golf
clubs, cricket bats and tennis rackets.
DUROFAST – instant binding
Back in the 1950s, alongside Durofix, the DUROFAST fastbinding compound was a hit product for daily use. It allowed
the user to cement a wide range of materials without the
need to apply prolonged pressure. The success of Durofast
lies in its virtually instantaneous effect, its bonding elasticity
after drying as well as its water and grease resistant properties. It has been widely used for bonding timber, fiber-boards,
plaster-cardboard panels, plaster, leather, laminated materials, rubber, linoleum, felt, canvas, paper, cardboard and metal
as well as for cementing materials with different properties.
DUROGLUE – a handy glue for quick housework repairs
The introduction of RAWLPLUG DUROGLUE was a huge success. It is fast working glue used to repair all kinds of home
articles such as toys, tables, cupboards, books, canvas etc.
TILE CEMENT not only for professional tilers
Rawlplug TILE CEMENT was a pioneering product for the
construction market used to fasten tiles and terracotta elements.
Rawlplug – For the last 100 years our company has been
a guarantee of consistent quality
Today Rawlplug continues the tradition of highest quality
construction chemical products. The sustained high quality,
vast array of possible applications together with the high
efficiency of our products have undoubtedly earned us our
position as one of the leading producers on the global marketplace.

Rawlplug’s polyurethane foams, silicones,
acrylic, glues and roof sealants have been
approved by numerous users in most
countries in the world.
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Foams, Sealants
& Adhesives
Polyurethane foams and a comprehensive range
of sealants are among the fastest growing Rawlplug product lines.
Our customers around the world appreciate the unique quality guaranteed
by Rawlplug for the complete construction chemicals product range. The
use of highest quality components in the production of foams and sealants
ensures maximum performance and full satisfaction of our customers.
All Rawlplug foams are manufactured with an environmentally safe propellant which fully complies with the latest EU regulations banning any
form of CFC or HFCF
The work of our Rawlplug R&D team provides a vital contribution to the
success of Rawlplug’s product range of foams, silicones, acrylic resins,
glues and sealants. Our R&D department ensures our products are suitable for a wide array of applications and are Rawlplug’s answer to the
ever-growing needs of the construction market.
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RPP-FIX

RPP-B1

PRODUCT

GUN FOAM
FIRE RESISTANT

RPP-PVC

ADHESIVE FOR
POLYSTYRENE
STYROFIX

RPP-65

GUN FOAM
LOW EXPANSION

RPP-45

GUN FOAM
SUPER EFFICIENT

RPS-PVC

GUN FOAM
UNIVERSAL

RPS

HAND HELD
EXPANDING
LOW EXPANSION

PRODUCT TYPE:

HAND HELD
EXPANDING
UNIVERSAL

APPLICATIONS

Foams, Sealants & Adhesives

Installation & sealing
of windows & doors















Installation
and sealing of sills
and thresholds















Insulation of roofs
and flat roofs















Filling gaps and
cavities in most
building materials















Sealing around garage
doors
& shutters















Filling around
pipework
and ducting















Thermal insulation
and soundproofing















Bonding
of insulation
for facades
and foundations

-

-

-

-

-



-

To meet fire
regulations
class B1 according
to DIN 4102

-

-

-

-

-

-



SANITARY
SILICONE

UNIVERSAL
SILICONE

GLAZING
SILICONE

HIGH
TEMPERATURE
SILICONE

ROOFING
SEALANT

ACRYLIC
SEALANT

ACRYLIC
SEALANT FOR
PLASTERBOARD

-





-



-

-



-

-

Sealing windows
& doors

-





-



-

-

-





Sealing
of prefabricated
construction
elements













-

-





Sealing metal
containers & tanks

-





-

-

-

-

-





Connections
between different
metals







-

-



-

/-

-

-

-

-



-





-

-

-

-













-

/-

-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

-

-

-

Sealing
connections
between







-

-

-

-

-





Fixing mirrors



-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

High temperature
applications

-

-

-

-

-

-



-

-

-

Filling expansion
joints & gaps
in plasterboard

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-





Roofing
applications

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



-

-

Bituminous
roof repairs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



-

-

Connection
of corrugated
and trapezoidal
steel sheets

-





-

-

-

-







PRODUCT

NEUTRAL
SILICONE

R-SL-DEK R-SL-MA R-SL-MAGK

CONSTRUCTION
SILICONE

R-SL-TK

Filling expansion
joints

Glazing all windows

APPLICATIONS

R-SL-LUS R-SL-BUD R-SL-NEU R-SL-SAN R-SL-UNI R-SL-SKL

SILICONE GLUE
FOR MIRRORS

PRODUCT TYPE:

Sealing
in bathrooms
& kitchens
Sealing in marine
& swimming pool
applications
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Trust & Innovation
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Foams
Inspired by the needs of modern construction companies and individual clients
polyurethane foams constitute the flagship segment of Rawlplug’s construction
chemical products. In terms of the product application they are one of the
broadest offers of this kind on the market. Beyond our range of standard
polyurethane foams, we also offer specialist products such as low expansion
formula foams, polyurethane glues for facades and foundations, polyurethane
mortars and fire-proof foams, all of which have been granted the necessary
technical approvals.
Rawlplug’s polyurethane foams reflect the work of our research and
implementation departments based in London and Wroclaw as well as our
analysis of the specific needs of the main global construction markets in which
we conduct our business. The results of our hard work may be seen in our
sustained high quality of products, their declared and guaranteed efficiency,
optimal for every low compression application as well as their excellent bonding
and thermal insulating properties.
11

Foams, Sealants & Adhesives
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STYROFIX
Granted technical approval for fixing panels to facades
and foundations.
Polyurethane adhesive with applicator gun, designed
for bonding XPS and EPS boards for the insulation
of facades and foundations.
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Foams, Sealants & Adhesives

Hand Held Expanding Foam
Self-expanding, single component polyurethame foam adhering to all common
building materials

Product information
Applications
• Ideal for mounting, sealing & sound proofing
• Installation of doors & windows
• Thermal insulation in roof cavities
• Gap filling around plumbing & heating pipework
• Filling any awkward gap or cavity

Features and benefits
• High thermal and acoustic insulation
• Internal and external use
• Fast curing, workable in 40 minutes
• Can be painted or plastered when cured
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• High yield - up to 45 litres from 750ml can
• Low temperature version “W” works at -15°C
• Convenient 500ml can available
• Resistant to mould and fungi
• Also available in convenient 500ml cans

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• Concrete Slab
• Cracked Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Hollow Brick
• Hollow Lightweight Concrete Block
• Hollow Sand-lime Brick
• Hollow-core Slab

Installation guide

1. Wear protective gloves.
2. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt or debris
3. Moisten surfaces with water prior to application.
4. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds.
5. Hold can upside-down during application. Fill gaps to approximately 60-70% volume.
6. For gaps wider than 3-4 cm adopt a zigzag motion, alternately from one wall to the other.
7. Once fully hardened, foam must be protected from UV exposure by coating with plaster, paint, acrylic or silicone.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

Yield

litres

Fire resistance class

-

Density

max 45 (750ml), max 30 (500ml)
B3

DIN 4102

19 ± 10

PN-EN ISO 845:2000

-

1.2 - 3

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

kg/m2

Tensile strength

kPa

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

Thermal efficiency (conductivity)

+5 - +30

kg/m3

Dimensional stability
Water absorption after 24h

Methods

W/mK

1

PN-EN 1609:1999

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:1999

-50 - +90
0.038

Skin formation time

min

5 - 10

20°C, RH 90%

Cuttable

min

45

20°C, RH 90%

Complete hardening time

h

24

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Shelf life

months

Acetone, before hardening

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources
of heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-RPS

Light yellow

12

12

336

11.0

11.0

338.1

5906675284934

R-RPS-W

Light yellow

12

12

336

11.0

11.0

338.1

5906675284941

R-RPS-500

Light yellow

12

12

336

7.3

7.3

234.5

5906675284026

R-RPS-500-W

Light yellow

12

12

336

7.3

7.3

234.5

5906675284989
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Hand Held Foam - Low Expansion
Low expansion formula single component polyurethane foam with controlled
expansion rate.

Product information
Applications
• Particularly suitable for installation of UPVC frames
• The low expansion rate means that the yield is given
out in more linear metres than a standard PU foam,
so the best solution for narrow joints around
windows and doors.
• Ideal for mounting sealing and soundproofing.
• Installation of doors and windows
• Sealing window sills
• Filling around plumbing & heating pipework
• Filling any awkward gap or cavitiy

Features and benefits
• Low expansion forces will not distort frames or profiles
• Excellent thermal and acoustic insulation properties
• Rapid curing, workable in 40minutes
• Can be painted or plastered when cured
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• High yield - up to 45 litres from 750ml can
• Low temperature version „W” works at -15°C
• Resistant to mould and fungi

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Plastic
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Concrete, Concrete Slab
• Cracked Concrete
• Chipboard
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Hollow Brick

Installation guide

1. Wear protective gloves.
2. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt or debris
3. Moisten surfaces with water prior to application.
4. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds.
5. Hold can upside-down during application. Fill gaps to approximately 60-70% volume.
6. For gaps wider than 3-4 cm adopt a zigzag motion, alternately from one wall to the other.
7. Once fully hardened, foam must be protected from UV exposure by coating with plaster, paint, acrylic or silicone.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature
Yield

°C

+5 - +30

litres

max. 45

Acoustic rating
Fire resistance class
Density

61

-

B3
19 ± 10

PN-EN ISO 845:2000

%

1.2 - 3

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

kg/m2

Tensile strength

kPa

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

Thermal efficiency (conductivity)

DIN 4102

kg/m3

Dimensional stability
Water absorption after 24h

dB

Methods

W/mK

1

PN-EN 1609:1999

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:1999

-50 - +90
0.038

Skin formation time

min

5 - 12

20°C, RH 90%

Cuttable

min

45

20°C, RH 90%

Complete hardening time

h

24

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Shelf life

months

Acetone, before hardening

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources
of heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-RPS-PVC

Light yellow

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675284958

R-RPS-PVC-W

Light yellow

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675284965
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Polyurethane Gun Foam
Self-expanding, single component polyurethame foam adhering to all common
building materials

Product information
Applications
• Ideal for mounting, sealing & sound proofing
• Installation of doors & windows
• Thermal insulation in roof cavities
• Gap filling around plumbing & heating pipework
• Filling any awkward gap or cavity

Features and benefits
• High thermal and acoustic insulation
• Internal and external use
• Fast curing, workable in 40 minutes
• Can be painted or plastered when cured
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• High yield - up to 45 litres from 750ml can
• Low temperature version “W” works at -10°C
• Resistant to mould and fungi

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• Concrete Slab
• Cracked Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Hollow Brick
• Hollow Lightweight Concrete Block
• Hollow Sand-lime Brick
• Hollow-core Slab

Installation guide

1. Wear protective gloves.
2. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt or debris
3. Moisten surfaces with water prior to application.
4. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds and attach applicator gun.
5. Hold can upside-down during application. Fill gaps to approximately 60-70% volume.
6. For gaps wider than 3-4 cm adopt a zigzag motion, alternately from one wall to the other.
7. Once fully hardened, foam must be protected from UV exposure by coating with plaster, paint, acrylic or silicone.
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Technical data
Property

Value
standard version

Application temperature

°C

winter version

Yield

litres

Fire resistance class

-

Density

B3

DIN 4102
PN-EN ISO 845:2000

%

1.2 - 3

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

1

PN-EN 1609:1999

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:1999

kPa

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

Thermal efficiency (conductivity)

max. 45

19 ± 10

kg/m2

Tensile strength

-10 - +30

kg/m3

Dimensional stability
Water absorption after 24h

Methods

+5 - +30

W/mK

-50 - +90
0.038

Skin formation time

min

4-7

20°C, RH 90%

Cuttable

min

45

20°C, RH 90%

Complete hardening time

h

24

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Shelf life

months

Acetone, before hardening

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources
of heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-RPP-45

Light yellow

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675284996

R-RPP-45-W

Light yellow

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675285009

R-RPP-65

Light yellow

12

12

336

12.9

12.9

391.5

5906675285016

R-RPP-65-W

Light yellow

12

12

336

12.9

12.9

391.5

5906675285023
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Polyurethane Gun Foam Low-Expansion
Low expansion formula single component polyurethane foam with controlled
expansion rate.

Product information
Applications
• Particularly suitable for installation of UPVC frames
• The low expansion rate means that the yield is given
out in more linear metres than a standard PU foam,
so the best solution for narrow joints around
windows and doors
• Ideal for mounting sealing and soundproofing
• Installation of doors and windows
• Sealing window sills
• Filling around plumbing & heating pipework
• Filling any awkward gap or cavitiy

Features and benefits
• Low expansion forces will not distort frames or profiles
• Excellent thermal and acoustic insulation properties
• Rapid curing, workable in 40minutes
• Can be painted or plastered when cured
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• High yield - up to 45 litres from 750ml can
• Resistant to mould and fungi

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Plastic
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• Concrete Slab
• Cracked Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Hollow Brick

Installation guide

1. Wear protective gloves.
2. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt or debris
3. Moisten surfaces with water prior to application.
4. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds and attach applicator gun.
5. Hold can upside-down during application. Fill gaps to approximately 60-70% volume.
6. For gaps wider than 3-4 cm adopt a zigzag motion, alternately from one wall to the other.
7. Once fully hardened, foam must be protected from UV exposure by coating with plaster, paint, acrylic or silicone.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature
Yield

°C

+5 - +30

litres

max. 45

Fire resistance class

-

Density

PN-EN ISO 845:2000

%

1.2 - 3

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

kPa

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

Thermal efficiency (conductivity)

DIN 4102

19 ± 10

kg/m2

Tensile strength

B3

kg/m3

Dimensional stability
Water absorption after 24h

Methods

W/mK

1

PN-EN 1609:1999

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:1999

-50 - +90
0.038

Skin formation time

min

5 - 12

20°C, RH 90%

Cuttable

min

45

20°C, RH 90%

Complete hardening time

h

24

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Shelf life

months

Acetone, before hardening

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources of
heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-RPP-PVC

Weight [kg]

Colour
Light yellow

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675285030
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B1 Fire Resistant Gun Foam
Single component polyurethane fire-resistant foam with EI 120 classification

Product information
Applications
• Fire retardant installation of window- and doorframes
• Fire- and smoke retardant sealing of connections
between partition walls, ceilings and floors
• Filling of cavities
• All applications where fire retardant characteristics
are required such as:
- sealing of all openings in roof constructions

•

- sealing of cable- and pipe penetrations
- creation of a sound-proof screen
- bonding of insulation materials
- application of sound-deadening layers
- improving thermal insulation in cold store area’s

Features and benefits
• Fire resistant to EI120/F120 when used according
to the approval
• Efficient seal against smoke and gas
• Self-extinguising
• Excellent thermal and acoustical insulation properties.
• Fast curing, workable in 40 minutes
• Can be painted or plastered when cured
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• High yield - up to 45 litres from 750ml can
• Resistant to mould and fungi

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete

Installation guide

1. Wear protective gloves.
2. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt or debris
3. Moisten surfaces with water prior to application.
4. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds and attach applicator gun.
5. Hold can upside-down during application. Fill gaps to approximately 60-70% volume.
6. For gaps wider than 3-4 cm adopt a zigzag motion, alternately from one wall to the other.
7. Once fully hardened, foam must be protected from UV exposure by coating with plaster, paint, acrylic or silicone.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature
Yield

+5 - +30

litres

max. 45

-

B-s1, d0

kg/m3

25 ± 10

PN-EN ISO 845:2010

+/- 2

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

Fire resistance class
Density
Dimensional stability

%

Water absorption after 24h

kg/m2

Tensile strength

kPa

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

Thermal efficiency (conductivity)

Methods

°C

W/mK

PN-EN 13501-1+A1

max. 0.5

PN-EN 1609:2013

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:2013

-50 - +90
0.034

Skin formation time

min

12 - 16

23°C, RH 50%

Cuttable

min

30 - 40

23°C, RH 50%

Complete hardening time

h

18 - 24

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Acetone, before hardening

Classification

-

EI 120

Shelf life

months

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources
of heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-RPP-B1

Weight [kg]

Colour
Light red

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

840

10.9

10.9

791.9

5906675285047
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Adhesive for thermal insulation boards
Spray polyurethane adhesive for bonding polystyrene and other insulation
materials and decorative substrates

Product information
Applications
• For bonding insulation boards on facades
and foundations
• Suitable for ETICS applications inconjunction
with mechanical fixings
• For bonding and insulation of wall panels, roofing
sheets & tiles

Features and benefits
• Saves time and reduces the insulation weight made
compared with traditional methods. 750ml can can
faster replace 25kg of mortar for ETICS applications.
• Highly efficient - one pack provides mounting
8-12m2 of panels
• Excellent adhesion to common building substrates
such as concrete, bricks and other ceramics, wood tar,
most of the metals and insulating materials polystyrene, polyurethane, phenolic resins, etc.
• High initial clamping force, even at low temperatures
(work at -5 °C)
• Excellent insulation - does not create thermal
or axoustic bridges
• Dimensional stability - allows precise assembly of panels
• Water-resistant and non-combustible

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• Concrete Slab
• Cracked Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Hollow Brick

Installation guide

EPS

XPS

1. Wear protective gloves. Ensure surfaces are free from dust, dirt, lime or grease. If the wall surface is dirty it must be primed.
2. Before adhering polystyrene board, starter track must be installed.
3. Shake can vigorously for 30 seconds and attach applicator gun.
4. For adhesion of foamed polystyrene facade insulation, apply a bead of Styrofix (approx. 3 cm wide) around the perimeter
of polystyrene boards (approx. 2 cm from the edge), with an additional bead across the centre of the board.
5. For adhesion of extruded polystyrene foam (XPS) on foundations, apply Stryrofix in 4 vertical beads (approx. 3 cm wide) maintaining equal spacing of 20-30 cm. Ensure 3 cm clearance from the edge of the board (for boards wider than 100 cm, more
beads braids should be applied).
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

-5 - +30

Yield

m2

8-12

Fire resistance class

-

Density

kg/m3

Methods

B3

DIN 4102

13-17

PN-EN ISO 845:2000

1-2

40°C, RH 95%, 24 hrs

Dimensional stability

%

Water absorption after 24h

%

1

PN-EN 1609:1999

Tensile strength

-

≥ 100

PN-EN 1607:1999

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-50 - +90

Skin formation time

min

5 - 12

20°C, RH 90%

Cuttable

min

40-60

20°C, RH 90%

Complete hardening time

h

Solubility (cleaning)

-

Shelf life

months

24
Acetone, before hardening

Cleaner RPC-0500

12 months in unopened packaging
upright position
+5°C to +35°C (room temperature
is recommended)
dry, cool and well-ventilated place away
from direct sunlight and other sources of
heat and ignition

Storage conditions

storing the product in conditions other
than recommended may shorten the life

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-RPP-FIX

Weight [kg]

Colour
Light yellow

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

672

10.9

10.9

639.5

5906675285054
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R-RPC-0500 Agent for removing uncured
polyurethane foams
High power cleaner for removing uncured polyurethane foams
or adhesives and cleaning equipment

Product information
Applications
• Cleaning of the gun after use
with PU Expanding Foam
• Cleaning of the valves of the PU aerosol gun
• Removal of uncured foam

Features and benefits
• Dissolves uncured polyurethane completely.

RPP-GUN-NC Professional gun
for expanding foams
Professional grade metal polyurethane applicator gun for use with gun foams.

Product information
Applications
• For the application of PU foams and cleaners

Product commercial data
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Product Code

Box

Bar Codes

RPP-GUN-NC

1

5906675379203

Sealants & Adhesives
The motto for Rawlplug’s products is quality which is why all sealants and
adhesives in our offer are made from the highest quality components monitored
at every stage of production. This commitment to quality leads to a constantly
growing client base who in turn demand an ever widening product product
portfolio. Rawlplug’s glues, silicones, sealants and acrylic resins are designed
to satisfy the needs of our most demanding clients who require meticulous
solutions to a broad spectrum of technical problems.
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CONSTRUCTION SILICONE
Chemical neutrality to all kind of supports is a unique
feature of Rawlplug construction silicone. The product
can be used for virtually every application and is
particularly suitable for products prone to chemical
reactions such as stone, timber and metal.
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Construction Silicone
Single component neutral cure silicone

Product information
Applications
• Filling & sealing construction movement joints
• Sealing window & door frames

Features and benefits
• Highly and permanently elastic
• Excellent adhesion to most construction materials
• Durable and resistant to weathering and UV radiation

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Natural Stone
• Plastic
• Sandwich Pannel
• Metal Sheet & Profiles
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread. Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle
to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool. Moisten the spatula first with special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
6. After completing the application, wipe tools with a paper towel and clean with solvent.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

2

min

25

Cuttable

Methods

Hardening system

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

Hardening type

-

neutral-oxime

Hardness

-

20

Density

kg/dm3

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

0.98-1.25

Ultimate elongation

%

510

Movement capability

%

15-20

Shrinkage

%

8-15

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

+5 - +35

Packaging

ml

300 ml cartridge

Colors

transparent, white, grey, brown, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-BUD-01-EN

transparent

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285061

R-SL-BUD-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285078

R-SL-BUD-03-EN

grey

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285085

R-SL-BUD-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285092

R-SL-BUD-07-EN

black

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285108
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Construction Silicone
Single component neutral cure silicone

Product information
Features and benefits

Applications

Base materials

• Highly and permanently elastic

• Filling & sealing construction movement joints

Suitable for use with:

• Excellent adhesion to most
construction materials

• Sealing window & door frames

• Durable and resistant to weathering
and UV radiation

• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Natural Stone
• Plastic
• Sandwich Pannel
• Metal Sheet & Profiles
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick

Installation guide

1. Fill the aperture of penetration gap with acrylic compound.
2. Even the compound with a spatula.
3. Mark the gap with the information plate.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time

36 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
600 ml load

mm/24h

2

min

25

Cuttable

Methods

Hardening system

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

Hardening type

-

neutral-oxime

Hardness

-

20

Density

kg/dm3

Ultimate elongation

%

510

Movement capability

%

15-20

Shrinkage

%

8-15

Paintability

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

0.98-1.25
ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

12

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

+5 - +35

Packaging

ml

600 ml foil load

Colors

grey

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-BUD-03-600-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
grey

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

768

8,04

8,04

514,56

5906675314136
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Neutral Silicone
High-quality neutral, elastical one-component joint sealant based on silicones.

Product information
Applications
• Building and construction joints
• Top sealing at glazing joints
• Sealing between treated wood and glass
• Sealing between PVC and glass
• Joints with high movement between different
building materials

Features and benefits
• Highly and permanently elastic sealing properties
• Durable seal (completely resistant to weathering
and UV radiation)
• Very easy applications
• Permanent Colour
• Available in a wide range of colours
• Very good adhesion to most building materials
• Chemically completely neutral

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Chipboard
• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Plastic
• Sandwich Pannel
• Metal Sheet & Profiles
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick
• Solid Concrete Block

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first with special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

10

Hardening type
Density

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Hardening system

Methods

RH 55%

-

one-component-crosslinking
with air humidity

-

neutral-oxime

kg/dm3

1.01

Ultimate elongation

%

200

Movement accommodation

%

25

Shrinkage

%

5.50

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

yes

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5- +35
20

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
transparent, white, grey, brown, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-NEU-01-EN

transparent

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285191

R-SL-NEU-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285450

R-SL-NEU-03-EN

grey

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285504

R-SL-NEU-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285634

R-SL-NEU-07-EN

black

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285726
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Neutral Silicone
High-quality neutral, elastical one-component joint sealant based on silicones.

Product information
Features and benefits

Applications

Base materials

• Highly and permanently elastic
sealing properties

• Building and construction joints

Suitable for use with:

• Top sealing at glazing joints

• Durable seal (completely resistant
to weathering and UV radiation)

• Aerated Concrete Block

• Sealing between treated wood
and glass

• Chipboard

• Very easy applications

• Sealing between PVC and glass

• Permanent Colour

• Joints with high movement between
different building materials

• Available in a wide range of colours
• Very good adhesion to most building
materials
• Chemically completely neutral

• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Plastic
• Sandwich Pannel
• Metal Sheet & Profiles
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick
• Solid Concrete Block

Installation guide

1. Fill the aperture of penetration gap with acrylic compound.
2. Even the compound with a spatula.
3. Mark the gap with the information plate.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

10

Hardening type
Density

36 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
600 ml load

mm/24h

Hardening system

Methods

RH 55%

-

one-component-crosslinking
with air humidity

-

neutral-oxime

kg/dm3

1.01

Ultimate elongation

%

200

Movement accommodation

%

25

Shrinkage

%

5.50

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

yes

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

12

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5- +35
20

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

600 ml foil load
transparent, white, brown

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-NEU-01-600-EN

transparent

12

12

768

7,344

7,34

470,02

5906675322254

R-SL-NEU-02-600-EN

white

12

12

768

7,344

7,34

470,02

5906675322261

R-SL-NEU-04-600-EN

brown

12

12

768

7,344

7,34

470,02

5906675322278
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Sanitary Silicone
Single component, highly elastic, contains a fungicide making it the perfect sealant
for areas with exposure to water

Product information
Applications
• Sealing in areas with exposure to water: bathrooms,
baths (incl. acrylic bathtubs), shower trays, shower
enclosures and washbasins, as well as kitchens,
laundries, sinks and worktops, etc.
• Sealing in areas with exposure to sea water:
swimming pools, boats, port facilities, etc.
• Do not use for fish tanks, mirrors, unprotected
metals, natural stone or concrete.

Features and benefits
• Highly and permanently elastic sealing properties,
with excellent resistance to water, grease, acids
and alkalis.
• Protects against the growth of fungi and mould
• Very good adhesion to materials and substrates
used commonly in construction: glass, tiles, ceramics
and protected metals
• Durable seal (completely resistant to weathering
and UV radiation)

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Glass
• Glaze
• Terracotta
• Ceramics
• Protected metals (aluminium, brass, copper,
steel, zinc-plated metal sheet)
• Protected wood

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first with special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

25

Hardening type
Density

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Hardening system

Methods

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

-

neutral-acetate

kg/dm3

1.01

Ultimate elongation

%

150

Movement capability

%

15

Shrinkage

%

17

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

yes

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
18

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
transparent, white, grey, brown, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

R-SL-SAN-01-EN

transparent

5906675285733

R-SL-SAN-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675285955

R-SL-SAN-03-EN

grey

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286129

R-SL-SAN-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286136

R-SL-SAN-07-EN

black

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286389
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Universal Silicone
One-component, elastic sealant with acetate curing time, offers excellent flexibility
where extra movement and elasticity is required.

Product information
Applications
• Building and construction joints
• Top sealing at glazing joints
• Sealing between treated wood and glass
• Sealing between PVC and glass
• Joints with high movement between different
building materials
• Do not use for fish tanks, mirrors, unprotected
metal, neutral stone or concrete.

Features and benefits
• Highly and permanently elastic sealing properties,
with excellent resistance to water, grease,
acids and alkalis.
• Very good adhesion to materials and substrates used
commonly in construction: glass, tiles, ceramics and
protected metals
• Durable seal (completely resistant to weathering
and UV radiation)

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Glass
• Glaze
• Terracotta
• Ceramics
• Protected metals (aluminium, brass,
copper, steel, zinc-plated metal sheet)
• Protected wood

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first in special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

Methods

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

2

min

25

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

Hardening type

-

neutral-acetate

Density (kg/dm3)

kg/dm3

Hardening system

0.98-1.05

Ultimate elongation

%

150

Movement capability

%

15

Shrinkage

%

17

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
18

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
transparent, white, grey, brown

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-UNI-01-EN

transparent

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286396

R-SL-UNI-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286402

R-SL-UNI-03-EN

grey

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286419

R-SL-UNI-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286655
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Glazing Silicone
Elastic one-component joint sealant with acetate curing system

Product information
Applications
• For standard glazing applications, as well as hotboxes
for gardening.
• Sealant for glass-to-glass applications
• Installation of cabinets, cupboards, shop-windows,
glass displays, etc.
• Suitable for joining of: aluminum, brass, copper, steel,
galvanized steel, plastic, concrete and many other
materials.
• Do not use for fish tanks, mirrors, or for bonding
natural stone surfaces

Features and benefits
• Highly and permanently elastic sealing properties,
with excellent resistance to water, grease, acids
and alkalis.
• Very good adhesion to materials and substrates
used commonly in construction: glass, tiles, ceramics
and protected metals
• Durable seal (completely resistant to weathering
and UV radiation)

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Glass
• Glaze
• Protected metals (aluminium, brass,
copper, steel, zinc-plated metal sheet)
• Protected wood
• Plastics
• Concrete

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first with special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time

2

min

25

Hardening system
Hardening type
Density

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint per one
300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Cuttable

Methods

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

-

neutral-acetate

kg/dm3

0.98-1.05

Ultimate elongation

%

150

Movement capability

%

15

Shrinkage

%

17

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

yes

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
18

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
transparent, white, brown

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-SKL-01-EN

transparent

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286662

R-SL-SKL-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286679

R-SL-SKL-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286693
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High Temperature Silicone
Neutral cure, elastic, single component engineering sealant based on silicone
which withstands very high temperatures.

Product information
Applications
• Sealing in high-temperature enviroments:
furnaces,chimneys, heating installations, combustion
& flue ducts, ventilation and air-conditioning systems
• Fixing of elements in domestic fireplaces
and industrial furnaces
• Gaskets in engines, pumps and motors
• Sealing between metals and plastics which
are exposed to high temperatures
• All sealants applications which require high
temperature resistance

Features and benefits
• The seal possesses complete and long-term
resistance to oils, petrol, grease, diesel & coolants.
• Resistant to changeable weather conditions,
temperature extremes (up to 350°C) and UV radiation.
• Highly and permanently elastic sealing properties

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• All usual building substrates,
• Glass,
• Protected metals (aluminium, brass, copper,
steel, zinc-plated metal sheet)
• Protected wood
• Plastics,
• Concrete, Brick, Ceramic
• Tiles

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first with special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +250

Coverage

-

Curing time

2

min

10

Hardening system
Hardening type
Density

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint
per one 300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Cuttable

Methods

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

-

neutral-acetate

kg/dm3

1.28

Ultimate elongation

%

180

Movement capability

%

25

Shrinkage

%

6,1

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
33
300 ml cartridge
red, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code

Weight [kg]

Colour

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

R-SL-TK-05-EN

red

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286709

R-SL-TK-07-EN

black

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286716
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Silicone Glue for Mirrors
Solvent free colourless adhesive silicone

Product information
Applications
• Adhesion of decorative mirrors to varied
substrates, even at low temperatures (5°C).
• Fixing mirror mosaics (mirror-mirror bonding)
in shower cabinets.
• Adhesion of mirrors to substrates exposed
to vibration and stress (new-build environments).
• Fixing mirrors and large glass panels such
as Lacobel (e.g. on sliding wardrobe doors).
• Grouting mirrors edges (subsequent to full
hardening of the pre-applied adhesive).
• Adhesion of mirrors with metal, wood
or plastic frames.
• External fixing of glass components.

Features and benefits
• Intended for non-invasive fixing
and adhesion of mirrors and glass mosaics.
• Excellent adhesion to most materials
and substrates used in construction.
• Texture and colour suitable
for use for sealing mirror edges.
• Warranty covers against discolouration
of base materials.

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Glass
• Wood
• Tiles
• Brick

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. The product should be applied in parallel, vertical streaks or in dispersed spots, in order to facilitate evaporation
of by-products during curing. Do not seal edges of the mirror until after the silicone is fully-hardened.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

10

Hardening type
Density

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint
per one 300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Hardening system

Methods

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

-

neutral-alkoxylate

kg/dm3

1.00-1.05

Ultimate elongation

%

200

Movement capability

%

25

Shrinkage

%

4.60

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

12

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
19

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
red, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-LUS-01-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
transparent

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286723
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Silicone Glue for Mirrors
Solvent free colourless adhesive silicone

Product information
Features and benefits

Applications

Base materials

• Intended for non-invasive fixing
and adhesion of mirrors and glass
mosaics.

• Adhesion of decorative mirrors
to varied substrates, even at low
temperatures (5°C).

Suitable for use with:

• Excellent adhesion to most materials
and substrates used in construction.

• Fixing mirror mosaics (mirror-mirror
bonding) in shower cabinets.

• Texture and colour suitable
for use for sealing mirror edges.

• Adhesion of mirrors to substrates
exposed to vibration and stress
(new-build environments).

• Warranty covers against discolouration of base materials.

• Fixing mirrors and large glass panels
such as Lacobel (e.g. on sliding
wardrobe doors).
• Grouting mirrors edges (subsequent
to full hardening of the pre-applied
adhesive).
• Adhesion of mirrors with metal,
wood or plastic frames.
• External fixing of glass components.

Installation guide

1. Fill the aperture of penetration gap with acrylic compound.
2. Even the compound with a spatula.
3. Mark the gap with the information plate.
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• Glass
• Wood
• Tiles
• Brick

Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-40 - +180

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

10

Hardening type
Density

36 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint
per one 600 ml load

mm/24h

Hardening system

Methods

-

one-component-crosslinking with air
humidity

-

neutral-alkoxylate

kg/dm3

1.00-1.05

Ultimate elongation

%

200

Movement capability

%

25

Shrinkage

%

4.60

Paintability

ISO 8339, +23°C

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

12

months

12

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
19

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

600 ml foil load
transparent

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-LUS-01-600-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
transparent

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

768

7,452

7,45

476,93

5906675322285
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ROOFING SEALANT
The rubberised roofing sealant guarantees protection
against water and UV radiation. It also maintains good
elasticity, which is an essential feature required during
the sealing process of steel roofing elements.
Suitable for painting after hardening.
Recommended for expansion joints
of terraces and roofs.
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Roofing Sealant
Rubberised permanantly elastic sealant for roofs & gutters

Product information
Applications
• Sealing of roof flashings, terraces, chimneys
and hatches.
• Sealing of break-through points in roofs and terraces.
• Repairs for bitumen roof coverings.
• Sealing skylights and roof windows.
• Connections of trapezoidal and corrugated sheets,
asbestos-cement and bituminous sheets.
• Connections between foundation and basement
wall components, as well as filling expansion joints
of roofs and terraces.

Features and benefits
• For the majority of seals in roofing applications.
• Adheres to substrates including: sheet metal,
bitumen, concrete, stone, metal, wood, glass
and most plastics.
• Can be painted after hardening.
• Resistant to weathering, temperature extremes
and UV radiation.

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Metal sheet
• Steel
• Bitumin
• Concrete
• Stone
• Wood
• Glass
• Glaze

Installation guide

1. Prior to application of silicone protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. Applied silicone may be smoothed with a spatula or similar tool.
Moisten the spatula first in special wetting agent or detergent solution.
5. The silicone hardens by reaction with moisture from the air, so ensure well-ventilated conditions.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +40

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-25 - +80

Coverage

-

Curing time

18 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint
per one 300 ml cartridge

mm/24h

2

min

15

Cuttable

Methods

Hardening system

-

one-component-solvent evaporation

Hardening type

-

neutral-alkoxylate

Density

kg/dm3

0.90-0.95

Ultimate elongation

%

300

Movement capability

%

15

Shrinkage

%

max. 30

Paintability

no

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

12

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness

°

Packaging

ml

Colors

+5 - +35
13-23

SHORE A Method, after 14 days

300 ml cartridge
transparent, white, brown, red, black

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-DEK-01-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
transparent

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286730

R-SL-DEK-02-EN

white

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286747

R-SL-DEK-04-EN

brown

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286808

R-SL-DEK-06-EN

red

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675286976

R-SL-DEK-07-EN

black

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675287089
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ACRYLIC FOR PLASTERBOARD
Exceptional elasticity is ideal for filling joints in plasterboard, corners of walls or anywhere where settlement
may cause movement in the building.
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Acrylic Sealant
Flexible solvent-free universal acrylic sealant

Product information
Applications
• Sealing of roof flashings, terraces, chimneys
and hatches.
• Sealing timber elements during production processes.
• Sealing of ventilation, air conditioning
and refrigeration systems.
• Sealing of containers and vehicle trailers.
• Domestic wall connections - Plasterboard, plaster
and concrete.

Features and benefits
• Solvent-free
• Flexible plastic joint, water-resistant after curing.
• Can be painted when fully-cured.
• Suitable for most construction substrates.
• Designed for internal and external use, with resistance to changeable weather conditions, once cured.

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Oriented Strand Board
• Plasterboard
• Plywood
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick

Installation guide

1. Prior to application, protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. The applied acrylic can be smoothed with a spatula.
5. After completing the application, wipe tools with a paper towel and wash with water.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +30

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-30 - +80

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

15

-

Density

12 linear meters of 5x5 mm joint per one
310 ml cartridge

mm/24h

Hardening system

kg/dm3

one-component-water evaporation
1.60-1.70

Movement capability

%

7.50

Shrinkage

%

25

Paintability

Methods

yes

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

15

months

18

Storage temperature
Shore A hardness
Packaging

°C

+5 - +35

°

35 - 40

ml

Color

310
white

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-MA-02-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
white

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

15

15

1260

7.5

7.5

660.0

5906675287096
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Acrylic Sealant
Flexible solvent-free universal acrylic sealant

Product information
Features and benefits

Applications

Base materials

• Solvent-free

• Sealing of roof flashings, terraces,
chimneys and hatches.

Suitable for use with:

• Can be painted when fully-cured.

• Sealing timber elements during
production processes.

• Concrete

• Suitable for most construction
substrates.

• Sealing of ventilation, air conditioning
and refrigeration systems.

• Designed for internal and external
use, with resistance to changeable
weather conditions, once cured.

• Sealing of containers
and vehicle trailers.

• Plasterboard

• Domestic wall connections - Plasterboard, plaster and concrete.

• Solid Brick

• Flexible plastic joint, water-resistant
after curing.

Installation guide

1. Fill the aperture of penetration gap with acrylic compound.
2. Even the compound with a spatula.
3. Mark the gap with the information plate.
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• Aerated Concrete Block
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Oriented Strand Board
• Plywood
• Solid Sand-lime Brick

Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

+5 - +30

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-30 - +80

Coverage

-

Curing time
Cuttable

2

min

15

-

Density

24 linear meters of 5x5 mm joint per one
600 ml load

mm/24h

Hardening system

kg/dm3

one-component-water evaporation
1.60-1.70

Movement capability

%

7.50

Shrinkage

%

25

Paintability

Methods

yes

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging
Shelf life

pcs

12

months

18

Storage temperature
Shore A hardness
Packaging

°C

+5 - +35

°

35 - 40

ml

Color

600 ml foil load
white

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-MA-02-600-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
white

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

12

12

768

11,808

11,81

755,71

5906675322247
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Acrylic for Plasterboard
Flexible solvent-free sealant for plasterboard

Product information
Applications
• For joining of plasterboard sheets in attics.
• Sealing of roof flashings, terraces, chimneys
and hatches.
• Sealing timber elements during production processes.
• Sealing of ventilation, air conditioning
and refrigeration systems.
• Sealing of containers and vehicle trailers.
• Domestic wall connections - Plasterboard, plaster
and concrete.

Features and benefits
• Solvent-free
• Flexible plastic joint, water-resistant after curing.
• Can be painted when fully-cured.
• Suitable for most construction substrates.
• Designed for internal and external use, with resistance to changeable weather conditions, once cured.

Base materials
Suitable for use with:
• Plasterboard
• Aerated Concrete Block
• Concrete
• High-Density Natural Stone
• Oriented Strand Board
• Solid Brick
• Solid Sand-lime Brick

Installation guide

1. Prior to application, protect edges with masking tape
2. Cut the tip of the cartridge, leaving part of the thread.
Screw the applicator on to the thread, then cut at the required angle to give an aperture width suited to the joint.
3. Use manual or pneumatic gun applicator.
4. The applied acrylic can be smoothed with a spatula.
5. After completing the application, wipe tools with a paper towel and wash with water.
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Technical data
Property

Value

Application temperature

°C

10 - 30

Thermal resistance (upon hardening)

°C

-30 - +70

Methods

16 linear meters of 4x4 mm joint
per one 300 ml cartridge

Coverage
Skin formation time

min.

20

Curing time

days

1-5

Cuttable

min

20

Hardening system

RI150%, 23OC

water evaporation

Hardening type

neutral

Density

kg/dm3

1.50

%

>25

%

15

Ultimate elongation
Movement capability
Shrinkage
Paintability

yes

Mould resistance

no

Contents/packaging

pcs

Shelf life

months

Storage temperature

°C

Shore A hardness
Packaging

15
up to 12 months in closed containers
+10 - +25

°

40

ml

300

Color

white

Product commercial data
Quantity [pcs]
Product Code
R-SL-MAGK-02-EN

Weight [kg]

Colour
white

Bar Codes
Box

Outer

Pallet

Box

Outer

Pallet

15

15

1260

9.4

9.4

817.5

5906675287102
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www.rawlplug.co.uk

POS
Rawlplug POS offers a unique and complete solution designed
for product display in building wholesale and retail stores.
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POS
TOP PANELS (TOPPER)

R-SL-LUS-EN + R-RPP-PVC
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-TSA-02

R-RPS-PVC + R-RPP-PVC
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-TSA-04

COLOURS
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-TSA-03

SHELF LINER
SEALANTS & ADHESIVES

SEALANTS & ADHESIVES

PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-CPO-01

SHELF WOBBLERS

R-RPP-PVC
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-WLEPVC-01

R-SL-LUS-EN
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-WKLUSTRO-01

R-RPP-FIX
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-WSTYFIX-01

R-RPP-PVC
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-NPLEPVC

R-SL-LUS-EN
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-NPKLLUSTR-01

R-RPP-FIX
PRODUCT CODE:
MP-S1-NPSTFIX-01

FLOOR STICKER

PRODUCT

PRODUCT CODE

SIZE (mm)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TOP PANEL (TOPPER)

MP-S1-TSA-02

565x356

Top Panel Small (topper) for R-SL-LUS-EN + R-RPP-PVC

TOP PANEL (TOPPER)

MP-S1-TSA-03

565x356

Top Panel Small (topper) for COLOURS

TOP PANEL (TOPPER)

MP-S1-TSA-04

565x356

Top Panel Small (topper) Foams Low Expansion
Shelf Wobblers Low Expansion R-RPP-PVC

SHELF WOBBLERS

MP-S1-WLEPVC-01

140x140

SHELF WOBBLERS

MP-S1-WSTYFIX-01

140x140

Shelf Wobblers R-RPP-FIX

SHELF WOBBLERS

MP-S1-WKLUSTRO-01

140x140

Shelf Wobblers R-SL-LUS-EN

FLOOR STICKER

MP-S1-NPSTFIX-01

480x480

Floor Sticker R-RPP-FIX

FLOOR STICKER

MP-S1-NPKLLUSTR-01

480x480

Floor Sticker R-SL-LUS-EN

FLOOR STICKER

MP-S1-NPLEPVC

480x480

Floor Sticker Low Expansion R-RPP-PVC

SHELF LINER (HEADER)

MP-S1-CSA-01

550x35

Shelf Liner Small
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POS

PRODUCT CODE: MZR-42-SP

PRODUCT CODE: MZR-40-SP

VARIANT 1

VARIANT 2

PRODUCT CODE: MZR-41-SP

VARIANTS

PRODUCT

PRODUCT CODE

QUANTITY

SIZE (mm)

STAND

MZR-40-SP

1

1

DEEP SHELVES

MZR-41-SP

2

CAGE FOR TUBES

MZR-42-SP

1

STAND

MZR-40-SP

1

CAGE FOR TUBES

MZR-42-SP

2

610 x2270 x 570
575 x 130 x 400
565 x 810 x 460
610 x2270 x 570
565 x 810 x 460

2
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More from Rawlplug
Efficacy in the hardest conditions

We are proud to present innovative fixing from the Bonded Anchors
and Mechanical Anchors group designed for the heavy loads demanded by industrial construction. Among our products you will find
unique solutions to enable you to achieve maximal amounts with any
kind of substrate. Knowledge backed-up with experience guarantees
the effectiveness of our fixings and the success of your investment.

Durability and versatility

Our wide range of expansion plugs made of synthetic materials and
metal, for low and medium loads, have been used for years for both
industrial and residential construction. Incredibly durable FF1 from
frame fixings group, universal in use 4ALL and UNO Plug, no. 1 on
the UK market, are leading products of RAWLPLUG®’s offer in the
field of Lightweight Fixings, designed with every substrate in mind.

Innovations in Energy Saving construction

As a leading producer of façade insulation fixings we would like to
present to you our wide array of products used in energy saving
constructions. The Reliability and simplicity of our solutions
combined with their ease of installation make them the most popular
and desired by professionals. We invite you to familiarize yourselves
with our offer for Façade Insulations Fixings.

Excellent resistance for high loads

Thanks to our close cooperation with roof covering
product producers, and our insight into the needs
of investment contractors, our Roofing Insulations Fixings are one
of the most popular among European roof fixing system producers.
We invite cooperation from engineers, architects, and roof works
contractors. And encourage you to try out our calculation software
“ROOFIX” today.

Safety Certificate

Stepping towards the needs of customers, and increasing the general
level of safety in closed spaces, we have created a protection system
event of which in the combustion prevents fire and smoke from
spreading. We invite you to acquaint with our offer for Passive Fire
Protection Systems, which hold the European Conformity Assessment.

Guarantee of lasting quality

Thanks to our constant monitoring of the production
of assortments from our Sealants and Adhesives range
we guarantee the constant and repeatable quality of our products.
Their wide range of application possibilities and high efficiency
has enabled us to rank among the top 5 of companies in the
construction chemistry industry for years.

Save time and minimize costs

In our offer of Direct Fastening Systems you may find, among
others, highly effective pneumatically and gas powered nailers with
accessories, compressors and an innovative and ergonomic rebar
tier. We invite you to familiarize yourselves with the capabilities of
Rawlplug® tools, which can significantly increase the comfort and
effectiveness of work at any construction site.

Ergonomics for construction and at home
We offer high-quality Stapling, Tacking and Gluing tools that are
recommended for both professionals and home DIY. Rawlplug’s
stapling tools are especially intended for construction, finishing
works and repairs while our hot-melt adhesive system includes a new
line of glue guns and glues for a wide range of applications - all of
which are exceptionally easy to use and provide maximum efficiency
and a high degree of flexibility for routine work.

Maximal effect of optimal offer

In order to ease the application and proper use and installation of
our products, we supplement the our assortment of fixings with
a precisely composed offer of Power Tool Accessories. They include,
among others, European-made drills of the highest quality, as
confirmed with a Sichersafe certificate. We invite you to familiarize
yourselves with our offer of accessories for professional installation
techniques of the Rawlplug® brand.

Maximal weather resistance

Rawlplug® Fasteners guarantee reliability of connections and maximal weather resistance. Our products, thanks to the use of appropriate materials and adoption of modern anticorrosion coating, pass
even the hardest tests, matching the expectations of the most demanding clients. In our rich offer of screws characterized by extraordinary ease of installation, one may find perfect kind of connection
for any kind of material and substrate.

Unique and exclusive exposition

Rawlplug POS Essential Offer it is a unique and complete solution
designed for product exposition in building wholesale and retail
stores. The POS system is based on easily configurable rack components enhanced with expansive information elements and additional
decorations, as well as a combination of individual packages in form
of innovative Rawlplug Bag and cutting-edge cardboard boxes.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Rawlplug Ltd
Skibo Drive
Thornliebank Industrial Estate
Glasgow G46 8JR

Tel: + 44 (0) 1 41 6387 961
Fax: + 44 (0) 1 41 6387 397

Email: rawlinfo@rawlplug.co.uk
Web: www.rawlplug.co.uk

FRANCE
Rawl France SAS

SWEDEN
Rawl Scandinavia AB

IRELAND
Rawlplug Ireland Ltd

PORTUGAL
Rawlplug Portugal Lda

ZI Mitry-Compans
12-14 Rue Marc Seguin
77290 Mitry-Mory
Tel: + 33 (0) 1 6021 5020
Fax: + 33 (0) 1 6467 1984
Email: rawl@rawl.fr
Web: www.rawl.fr

Baumansgatan 4
593 32 Västervik
Tel: + 46 (0) 4903 0660
Fax: + 46 (0) 4903 0670
Email: info@rawlplug.se
Web: www.rawlplug.se

Unit 10 Donore Business Park
Donore Road Drogheda
Co Louth A92 C522
Tel: + 353 (0) 41 9844 338
Fax: + 353 (0) 41 9802 874
Email: sales@rawlplug.ie
Web: www.rawlplug.ie

Rua Domingos José de Morais,
N 57, 2º Drt
2685-046 Sacavém
Tel: + 351 210 936 587
Email: rawlplug@rawlplug.pt
Web: www.rawlplug.co.uk

SOUTH AFRICA
Rawl Africa (PTY) Ltd

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Rawlplug BCMT LLC

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Rawlplug Middle East FZE

15 Fifth Str, Wynberg,
2191, Johannesburg
Tel.: +27 11 440 12 07
Fax: +27 11 440 12 07
Email: africa@rawlplug.com
Web: www.rawl-africa.co.za

Al Qouz Industrial Area 3
22ND Street, Compound 81
P.O. Box 261024 Dubai
Tel: + 971 (4) 347 57 18
Fax: + 971 (4) 347 57 19
Email: info@rawl.ae

Jebel Ali Free Zone, BC-01
P.O. Box 261024 Dubai
Tel: + 971 (4) 883 95 01
Fax: + 971 (4) 883 95 02
Email: info@rawl.ae

POLAND
Koelner Polska Sp. z o.o.

GERMANY
Koelner Deutschland GmbH

RUSSIA
KOELNER TRADING KLD Ltd

CZECH REPUBLIC
Koelner CZ s.r.o

Gmünder Str. 65
73614 Schorndorf
Tel (KDE).: +49 (0) 7181 977 72 13
Fax: +49 (0) 7181 977 72 22
Email: info@rawlplug.de
info@koelner-befestigung.de
Web: www.rawlplug.de

Dzerzhinskogo 219 Street
236034 Kaliningrad
Tel. 8 (4012) 65 85 75
Fax.8 (4012) 34 57 10
Email: koelnerkld@mail.ru
Web: www.koelner-trading.ru

Komerční Park Tulipan
Palackého 1154/76A (hala T3)
702 00 Ostrava-Přívoz
Tel: + 420 (596) 6363 97
Fax: + 420 (596) 6363 98
Email: info@koelner.cz
Web: www.koelner.cz

HUNGARY
Koelner Hungária Kft

LITHUANIA
Koelner Vilnius UAB

UKRAINE
Koelner Ukraine LLC

Jedlik Ányos u. 34
2330 Dunaharaszti
Tel: + 36 (24) 5204 00
Fax: + 36 (24) 5204 02
Email: info@koelner.hu
Web: www.koelner.hu

Žarijų g. 2
LT-02300, Vilnius
Tel: + 370 (5) 2324 862
Fax: + 370 (5) 2324 933
Email: koelner@koelner.lt
Web: www.koelner.lt

ul. Kwidzyńska 6 c
51-416 Wrocław
Tel: +48 (71) 3260 100
Fax: +48 (71) 3256 590
Email: info@koelner.pl
Web: www.koelner.pl

SLOVAKIA
Koelner Slovakia s.r.o.
Dlhá 95
010 09 Žilina
Tel/Fax: + 421 (41) 5003 900
Mob. Purchase Order:
+ 421 948 704 901
Email Purchase Order:
objednavky@koelnersk.sk
Email: info@koelnersk.sk
Web: www.koelnersk.sk

vul. 6 Lvivska bichna
79060 Lviv, P.O. 2623
Tel: + 380 (32) 2440 744
Email: koelner@koelner.ua
Web: www.koelner.ua
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